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Refresher
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late RE

early RE

Refresher
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“In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king”

o The assumptions about context
o The set of categories for understanding the world
o perceptual limitations
o cognitive ability
o personal values and experience

Truth often depends on the observer
o The meanings of the words

Relativism is everywhere:

Refresher
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Can you cope with 50%/month?

Requirements creeping rate = percentage of change/time

©Lawrence Chung

List three examples

So, what should be done then?

Ethnomethodology
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Requirements Elicitation
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Requirements should contain nothing
but information
©Lawrence
Chungabout the environment.

Where is traceability?

Which is about technical feasibility, component reuse, etc.?

Which is about S, D |= R?

Where are goals, services and constraints? [Zave94]

Does the reference model capture all the above?

Fn
NFn
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How does relate to RE process?

Adapted from [LK1995, p73] [S. Easterbrook, 2000-2004]

Four Worlds of RE
for Information Systems

©Lawrence Chung

Four Worlds of RE
for Control Systems

SOF

OUT
O

C
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 The goal-service-constraint model:

I

IN

M

REQ

 The 4-variable model:

R - Requirements

(World, Enterprise, Business, Domain theory) S - Specification

D – Domain Properties

The WRSPM Model

The Why-What-How Model
W, R - uses {eh, ev, sv}
P, M - uses {ev, sv, sh}
S - uses {ev, sv}

P - Program

C – Computer

Recall: Models about Requirements Revisited
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Requirements Elicitation

Recall
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Recall
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A set of formulas Φ in first-order logic is consistent
if and only if there is no formula φ such that
and

.

Recall

How would you detect these potential problems?
How should you deal with “feature interaction problems”? [Zave]
©Lawrence Chung

organizational
classes/metaclasses,
associations/aggregations,
superclasses/subclasses
views

goal-orientation, agent-orientation
object-orientation

sometimes, “the” key issue

In philosophy, ontology is the study of being or existence. It seeks to describe or posit the
basic categories and relationships of being©Lawrence
or existenceChung
to define entities and types of entities
within its framework. Ontology can be said to study conceptions of reality. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology

Recall

Recall

©Lawrence Chung

[p. Zave and M. Jackson, Four Dark Corners of Requirements Engineering. ACM
Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology 6(1) 1-30. ACM Press. 1997.

Another Look at Completeness

[K. Yue, “What Does It Mean to Say that a Specification is Complete?’, Proc. IWSSD-4, Fourth International Workshop on Software Specification and Design, Monterey, 1987.]

The requirements are complete if they are sufficient to establish the goal they are refining

©Lawrence Chung

… requirements should contain nothing but information about the environment. [p9]

If the five following criteria are satisfied, then
requirements engineering, in the strongest sense, is complete.

Recall

©Lawrence Chung

Where is Use Case Diagram?

How to Elicit?
Goal-oriented Requirements Elicitation

Refresher

www.oxcis.ac.uk
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interleaving,
iterative

©Lawrence Chung

www.bmigaming.com

©Lawrence Chung

to show/solve H, show/solve B1 and … and Bn.

e.g.,
sibling(X,Y) :- parent(Z,X), parent(Z,Y).
parent(X,Y) :- father(X,Y).
parent(X,Y) :- mother(X,Y).
©Lawrence Chung

H :- B1, …, Bn.

©Lawrence Chung
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Traceability matrix vs. graph-oriented traceability?

What would be “backward traceability”?

What would be “forward traceability”?

More on Traceability

[http://www.jiludwig.com/Traceability_Matrix_Structure.html]

meet the requirement.

A traceability matrix is created by
associating requirements with the work
products that satisfy them. Tests are
associated with the requirements on which
they are based and the product tested to

©Lawrence Chung
Eliminate, rewrite, or correct traceability?

Sample Traceability Matrix

•

Requirements Traceability Matrix

©Lawrence Chung

http://www.fns.usda.gov/wic/StateInformationSystems/FReD/AppendixAFRED-ERTMVersion1.0Summer2002.pdf

http://departmentforms.dpsk12.org/dots/smedocs/requirements%20traceability%20matrix.pdf

Requirements Traceability Matrix: Variations

Critical Issues

©Lawrence Chung

 With A Richer Ontology
Domain Analysis
 Problem Frames
 Data/Information Elicitation Techniques

 Traceability

 How to elicit?
 Goal-Oriented Elicitation
 Classical Logic Approach



Four Worlds of RE
 The Reference Model Revisited

 What to elicit?



 Why is it difficult?

Requirements Elicitation: Part II

©Lawrence Chung

Approach
 Method focuses on goal elaboration:
 define initial set of high level goals & objects they refer to
 define initial set of agents and actions they are capable of





Two parts:
 Semi-formal goal structuring model
 Formal definitions for each entity in (linear) temporal logic



◊t(now<t ∧ p(t))
Fp

Extensions to Tense Logic
q has been true
Spq
since a time when p was true
q will be true
Upq
until a time when p is true

□: necessary
e.g., □ Fp
◊: possible
e.g., ◊ Fp

Gp ∀t(now<t → p(t))

Hp ∀t(t<now → p(t))

◊t(t<now ∧ p(t))

Pp

Prior’s Tense logic

Then iteratively:
 refine goals using AND/OR decomposition
more in the module on Model Checking
 identify obstacles to goals, and goal conflicts
 operationalize goals into constraints (or sw requirements) that can be assigned to individual agents
 refine & formalize definitions of objects & actions
©Lawrence
 Goal refinement ends when every
subgoal isChung
realizable by some individual agent assigned to it, that
is, expressible in terms of conditions that are monitorable and controllable by the agent.

 Liveness – Maintain: □(P→Q), Achieve: P→ ◊Q
 Safety – Avoid: □(P→ ¬ Q)

Background
 Developed in the early 90’s
 first major teleological requirements modeling language
 full tool support available
 has been applied to a number of industrial case studies



KAOS

Domain properties are descriptive statements about the environment .e.g.,
physical laws, organizational norms, etc.

A requirement is a realizable goal under responsibility of an agent in the
software-to-be (expressed in terms of monitored and controlled objects);

An expectation is a realizable goal under responsibility of an agent in the
environment (unlike requirements, expectations cannot be enforced by the
software-to-be).

An operation is an input-output relation over objects

The state of the system (software or environment) is defined by aggregation of
the states of its objects. An object model is represented by a UML class
diagram.











If R denotes the set of requirements,
As the set of assumptions (expectations),
S the set of software specifications,
Ac the set of accuracy goals, and
G the set of goals,
the following satisfaction relations
must hold:

Although both optative, requirements are to ©Lawrence
be enforcedChung
by the software whereas
assumptions/expectations can be enforced by agents in the environment only

A goal is a prescriptive statement of intent about some system (existing or tobe) whose satisfaction in general requires the cooperation of some of the
agents forming that system (= software and environment).



KAOS

www.oxcis.ac.uk

©Lawrence Chung

formalizable goals

softgoals

www.straighttrack.org

or

Eliciting new goals through HOW questions

Eliciting new goals through WHY questions

Object model

worst case stopping

©Lawrence Chung

conflict

Maintain, Avoid: “always” goals
Achieve: “eventually”
“=>“: logical implication (the two below are the same)

[A. van Lamsweerde, "Requirements engineering in the year 00: a research perspective", Proc., 22nd ICSE'00, pp5-19. IEEE Computer Society Press]

KAOS: Automated Train Control System Example

how?

how?

how?

why?

controlled

©Lawrence Chung

Strengthen domain conditions so that the various goals linked to
the operation are ensured. For goals assigned to software agents,
this step produces requirements on the operations for the
corresponding goals to be achieved.

Goals refer to specific state transitions; Operations causing them are
expressed by domain pre- and postconditions. For Maintain[SafeCmdMsg]:

Operations, Operationalizations

monitored

Agent interfaces

controlled

monitored

KAOS: Automated Train Control System Example

Conflicts

©Lawrence Chung

Conflict resolution:
e.g., keep the safety goal and weaken the other

Boundary condition for logical inconsistency

Conflicting Goals:

[A. van Lamsweerde, "Requirements engineering in the year 00: a research perspective", Proc., 22nd ICSE'00, pp5-19. IEEE Computer Society Press]

KAOS: Automated Train Control System Example

Alternative goal refinements

Alternative agent assignments

©Lawrence Chung

Accuracy Goal:

Specification:

Any issues?

Bounded-Achieve operationalization pattern

S = Since

Refinement-by-milestone pattern

[A. van Lamsweerde, From System Goals to Software Architecture", M. Bernardo and P. Inverardi (Eds.): SFM 2003, LNCS 2804, pp. 25-43, 2003.

KAOS: Meeting Scheduler Example

The date constraints of people expected to attend a meeting shall
be known to the scheduler within M days after the meeting is requested:

http://www.bali-paradise.com/conradbali/assets/images/a-meeting-room.jpg

The NFR Framework

Object model

entities (and their relationships)
and activities
(and their relationships)
©Lawrence
Chung
in the domain are represented in terms of objects, object structures, interactions and behavior

(e.g., in terms of use cases)

operationalization – softgoals are achieved thru (actor-)operations

From NFR Softgoals to Operationalizing Softgoals (e.g., Use Cases)

softgoal – to be satisficed, i.e., achieved but not in the absolute sense;
uncertainty in problem, uncertainty in solution (uncertainty in designation)
Contributions:

Non-functional Requirements: softgoal interdependency graph (SIG)  See a separate Module & [CNYM2000]

J. Mylopoulos, L. Chung, E. Yu, "From object-oriented to goal-oriented requirements analysis ", CACM, pp31-37.ACM Press

The NFR Framework

©Lawrence Chung

From NFR Softgoals to Op Softgoals (here, Use Cases)

Softgoal Interdependency Graph (SIG)
Object Model

Example: A small portion of a hospital model for requirements analysis

J. Mylopoulos, L. Chung, E. Yu, "From object-oriented to goal-oriented requirements analysis ", CACM, pp31-37.ACM Press

•

•

Note: The architectural modeling phase was initially defined as part of the FODA
methodology. However, the process of integrating FODA products with architectural
modeling has become part of the domain design activity in the overall concept of
©Lawrence Chung
Domain Engineering.
[CMU/SEI-90-TR-21].

implement solutions to the problems in the domain

– Architecture Modeling: creating the software architecture(s) that

domain that is addressed by software (See Enterprise Modeling)

– Domain Modeling: providing a description of the problem space in the

analysis

analysis and establishes specific product for later use. Three basic
phases:
– Context Analysis: defining the extent (or bounds) of a domain for

Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA): a process for domain

©Lawrence Chung

higher-, lower-, and peer-level domains.
Context Diagram - a data flow diagram showing data flows between a generalized application
within the domain and the other entities and abstractions with which it communicates.

[adapted from CMU/SEI-90-TR-21].
Context Analysis:
Structure Diagram - an informal block diagram in which the domain is placed relative to

How to Elicit?: FODA

Example:

specification interface

Problem Diagrams

©Lawrence Chung

Requirement: The panel display must display information
that matches and accurately reports the condition of the patients.

requirement references — references in the requirement to phenomena in the problem domains

must exhibit at the Machine interface in order to satisfy the requirement.

requirements analyst: develop a specification for the behavior that the Machine

Requirements analysis should be through a process of parallel,
not hierarchical, decomposition of user requirements.
User requirements are about relationships in the operational context;
not about functions that the software system must perform.

A problem analysis approach in gathering requirements and creating specifications.
Fundamental Philosophy:

[M. Jackson, Problem Frames: Analysing and Structuring Software Development Problems, 2001]

Problem Frames

A tool is needed to allow a user to create and edit a certain class of
computer-processible text or graphic objects, or similar structures,
so that they can be subsequently copied, printed, analyzed or used in other ways.
The problem is to build a machine that can act as this tool.

Simple Workpieces Problem Frame

There is some part of the physical world whose behavior is to be controlled
in accordance with commands issued by an operator.
The problem is to build a machine that will accept the operator's commands
and impose the control accordingly.

Commanded Behavior Problem Frame

©Lawrence Chung

There is some part of the physical world about whose states
and behavior certain information is continually needed.
The problem is to build a machine that will obtain this information
from the world and present it at the required place in the required form.

Information Display Problem Frame

There is some part of the physical world whose behavior is to
be controlled so that it satisfies certain conditions.
The problem is to build a machine that will impose that control.

Required Behavior Problem Frame

X is the interface between domains A and B.
Individuals that exist or events that occur in X,
exist or occur in both A and B.

Notation: domain interface

A problem frame is a description of a recognizable class of problems,
where the class of problems has a known solution.
In a sense, problem frames are problem patterns.

Problem Frames

©Lawrence Chung

Introducing Abuse Frames for Analysing Security Requirements,
Luncheng Lin, Bashar Nuseibeh, Darrel Ince, Michael Jackson, Jonathan Moffett
RE 2003.

Anti-requirements, abuse frame, security requirements

[B. L. Kovitz, “Practical Software Requirements: A Manual of Content & Style”, pp.74-75]

Problem Frames

©Lawrence Chung

Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-1.pdf

Problem Frames

©Lawrence Chung

Problem Frames

Shared
phenomena

system

interface

©Lawrence Chung

domain

Problem Frames

Dashed line =
referencing domain’s
phenomena

requirements

Arrowed dashed line =
constraining domain’s
phenomena

©Lawrence Chung

Problem Frames

©Lawrence Chung

Problem Frames

Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt

©Lawrence Chung

Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-1.pdf

©Lawrence Chung

Recalling steps in problem frame
modeling

Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Source: Lecture note by Jim Herbsleb, http://conway.isri.cmu.edu/%7ejdh/MethodsF06/lec/probframes/prob-fr-3b.ppt
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Requirements should contain nothing but information about the environment.

evolution

©Lawrence Chung

©Lawrence Chung

©Lawrence Chung

©Lawrence Chung

©Lawrence Chung
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Appendix II

©Lawrence Chung

What are the implications?

Cf. market-driven vs. customer-driven project

 Examples:
• The law of the excluded middle: ∀ P(P ∨ ¬P)
• The law of non-contradiction: ∀ P¬(P ∧ ¬P)
• The principle of bivalence: ∀S ∀x (x ∈S ∨ x ∉S);
• Leibniz’s principle of equality: a = b def= ∀P [P (a) ≡ P (b)]
• Inequality: ∀a ∀b (a ≠ b ≡ ∃P (P (a) ∧¬ P (b)))
• Metaclass Intension: ∀x P1 P2. P1(x) ∧ IS-A (P1, P2) → IN (x, P2, s)
• Principle of mathematical induction (PMI): ∀P(P(0) ^ (∀m(P(m) → P(s(m)))) → (∀nP(n))),
where sM(m) = m + 1.
• Reachability (FOL cannot express transitive closure)
Let R(x, y) be the transition relation of the graph, then state u could reach v if:
0 steps:
u=v
1 steps:
R(u, v)
2 steps:
∃x1(R(u, x1) ^ R(x1, v))
3 steps:
∃x1 ∃x2(R(u, x1) ^ R(x1, x2) ^ R(x2, v))
...
But this is an infinitely long formula and hence not a WFF of predicate logic.
∀P(∀x∀y∀z (P(x, x)^ (P(x, y) ^ P(y,©Lawrence
z) → P(x, z))^
(R(x, y) → P(x, y))) → P(u, v))
Chung

 A logic is called higher order if it allows sets to be quantified or if it allows sets to be elements of other sets.
 A higher-order predicate is a predicate that takes one or more other predicates as arguments.
 A higher-order predicate of order n takes one or more n−1th-order predicates as arguments, where n > 1.
 A similar remark holds for higher-order functions.

 Some Preliminary: Church’s higher-order logic notation

Desired Properties of the WRSPM Reference Model

I
SOF

REQ

OUT
O

C

∃ SOF ∀ m ∈ M (REQ(m)
= OUT(SOF(IN(m))))
©Lawrence
Chung

If REQ is a function specifying the abstract requirements (desired behaviour) of
the software and
SOF is to be the concrete implementation (the program),
we want to know if a program exist that meets the requirements:

IN

M

 The 4-variable model:

 Some Preliminary: Church’s higher-order logic notation

Desired Properties of the WRSPM Reference Model

shared phenomena/things
domain-controlled (ev)
machine-controlled (sv)

S - Specification
phenomena/things not observable by domain (sh)

P - Program

C/M – Computer

(2)
(3)
(4)

∃e s. W.
∀ev. (∃
∃eh s. W) ⇒(∃
∃eh s. W ∧ M ∧ P).
∀e s. W ∧ S ⇒ R.

Consistency of W

Relative consistency

Adequacy wrt. S

∀e. (∃
∃s. S) ⇒ (∃
∃s. M ∧ P) ∧ (∀
∀s. (M ∧ P) ⇒ S). (6)

Cf. in paper, (3) and (1) are switched

(5), (6) => (3);
(4), (5), (6) => (1)

if S properly takes W into account in saying what is
needed to obtain R, and P is an implementation of S for
M, then P implements R as desired.

Any choice of values for the environment variables visible
to the system is consistent with M P if it is consistent
with assumptions about the environment.

(same as ∃ eh ev sv. W; a non-triviality assumption)

The requirements allow all the events the environment
performs (eh, ev) and all the events the system
performs (sv, sh) that can happen simultaneously.

©Lawrence
Chung
if the software buyer is responsible for the environment-side
proof
obligations & the “seller” is responsible for the
system-side obligations, then the buyer must satisfy Formulas 2, 4, and 5, and the seller must satisfy Formula 6.

Relative consistency for
wrt. S

Relative consistency for S ∀ev. (∃
∃eh s. W) ⇒(∃
∃s. S) ∧ (∀
∀s. S ⇒ ∃eh. W). (5)

(1)

∀e s. W ∧ M ∧ P ⇒ R.

Adequacy

If eh = {x1, …, xn}, then a formula ∀ eh. Φ means the same as ∀ x1, …, xn. Φ

W restricts the actions that the environment can perform by restricting e or the relationship between e and sv;
R describes more restrictions, saying which of all possible actions are desired;
S is expressed in the language common to the environment and system (states of S are in W).

phenomena/things not observable by machine (eh)

R - Requirements

D – Domain Properties
(World, Enterprise, Business, Domain theory)

[C. A. Gunter, E. L. Gunter, M. Jackson and P. Zave, A Reference Model for Requirements and Specifications. IEEE Software 17(3) 37-43. May/June 2000]

Desired Properties of the WRSPM Reference Model

Too weak for formula 3, because given an environment action, it lets the system do anything it chooses if
there is a corresponding value for the system actions that invalidates the domain knowledge.

∀e. ∃s. W ⇒ M ∧ P.

Too ??? for formula 5

∀ev. (∃
∃eh s. W) ⇒(∃
∃eh s. W ∧ S). (7)
Too weak for formula 5: This is a direct consequence of Formlua 5. The added constraint in Formula 5 means that W must hold
everywhere that S holds. The weaker constraint only requires that there is somewhere that they both hold. (If we let S = S1 V S2, where
S1 is a good spec satisfying formula 5 ad guarantees R and S2 is a bad spec everywhere inconsistent with W, then S satisfies Formula
4 and the weaker Formula 7, but not Formula 5.)
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∀e. (∃
∃s. W) ⇒(∃
∃s. W ∧ S). (5’)

∀e. (∃
∃s. W) ⇒(∃
∃s. W ∧ M ∧ P).
Too strong for formula 3: The environment actions hidden from the system include reactions to the machine’s behavior. The ?
machine is not allowed to restrict any of the possible environmental reactions. It is consistent with the domain knowledge for the
patient’s heart to stop beating (ev) without the nurse being warned (eh)—this is the undesirable possibility that the program is
supposed to prevent. However, this formula states that, if this can happen, then the program must allow it!

Too strong for formula 3, because it means that any choice of potential system behavior (s) that W accepts,
the system to be built (M ∧ P) must also accept.

∀e s. W ⇒ M ∧ P.

Cf. in paper, (3) and (1) are switched

Too weak for formula 3: This says that there is some choice of the environment events that makes the system
consistent with the environment. However, the environment might not use only this consistent set of events.
This formula should hold, and it does immediately follow from the domain-knowledge consistency (Formula 2)
and relative consistency (Formula 3).

(3)

∃ e s. W ⇒ M ∧ P.

Relative consistency for
M ∧ P wrt. S

Relative consistency for S

Adequacy wrt. S

∀ev. (∃eh s. W) ⇒(∃eh s. W ∧ M ∧ P).

Any choice of values for the environment variables visible to the system is
consistent with M ∧ P if it is consistent with assumptions about the environment.
∀e s. W ∧ S ⇒ R.
(4) if S properly takes W into account in saying what is
needed to obtain R, and P is an implementation of S for
∀ev. (∃eh s. W) ⇒ (∃s. S) ∧ (∀s. S ⇒ ∃eh. W). (5) M, then P implements R as desired.
(5), (6) => (3);
(4), (5), (6) => (1)
∀e. (∃s. S) ⇒ (∃s. M ∧ P) ∧ (∀s. (M ∧ P) ⇒ S). (6)

(same as ∃ eh ev sv. W; a non-triviality assumption)

Relative consistency

(2)

The requirements allow all the events the environment performs (eh, ev) and all

(1) the events the system performs (sv, sh) that can happen simultaneously.

∃e s. W.

∀e s. W ∧ M ∧ P ⇒ R.

Consistency of W

Adequacy

More on the WRSPM Reference Model

(4)

(2)

eh: the nurse and the heartbeat of the patient.
ev: sounds from the patient’s chest.
sv: the buzzer at the nurse’s station.
sh: internal representation of data from the sensor.

Cf. in paper, (3) and (1) are switched

©Lawrence Chung

D3: There may be some nurse who is deaf
D4: There may be some noise that distorts the sound from the heart.
D5: There may be a buzzer on a visitor’s cell phone.
D6: The heart stops beating, but the sound is above the threshold.
D7: The heart is beating, but the sound falls below the threshold.
D8: The sound falls below the threshold, but the nurse is not notified.
D9: The sound falls below the threshold, but the buzzer is not actuated.
D10: The sound falls below the threshold, but the buzzer is not actuated.
D11: The sound is above the threshold, but the nurse is notified otherwise.
D12: The heart is beating, but the nurse is not notified.
R3: A warning system notifies a nurse in a remote location if the heartbeat stops
R4: An entertainment system plays music if the sound is above a certain threshold.
S2: If the sound from the sensor falls below a certain threshold, the buzzer shall be
turned off for 1 second.
C1 – with a malfunctioning microphone
C2 - with a malfunctioning buzzer
Eh’: the nurse with amnesia and the heartbeat of the cat.
Ev’: sounds from the cat’s chest.
Sv’: the buzzer on a visitor’s cell phone.
Sh’: internal representation of data from the sensor.

∀e. (∃s. S) ⇒ (∃s. M ∧ P) ∧ (∀s. (M ∧ P) ⇒ S). (6)

if S properly takes W into account in saying what is
needed to obtain R, and P is an implementation of S for
M, then P implements R as desired.
(5), (6) => (3);
(4), (5), (6) => (1)

(same as ∃ eh ev sv. W; a non-triviality assumption)
Any choice of values for the environment variables visible to the system is
(3)
consistent with M ∧ P if it is consistent with assumptions about the environment.

The requirements allow all the events the environment performs (eh, ev) and all

(1) the events the system performs (sv, sh) that can happen simultaneously.

∀ev. (∃eh s. W) ⇒ (∃s. S) ∧ (∀s. S ⇒ ∃eh. W). (5)

∀e s. W ∧ S ⇒ R.

∀ev. (∃eh s. W) ⇒(∃eh s. W ∧ M ∧ P).

∃e s. W.

∀e s. W ∧ M ∧ P ⇒ R.

D1: There will always be a nurse close enough to
hear the buzzer
D2: The sound from the heart falling below a
certain threshold indicates that heart has
(is about to) stop
R1: A warning system notifies the nurse if the
patient’s heartbeat stops
S1: If the sound from the sensor falls
below a certain threshold, the
buzzer shall be actuated
C – with a microphone as a sensor and
a buzzer as an actuator

Relative consistency for
M ∧ P wrt. S

Relative consistency for S

Adequacy wrt. S

Relative consistency

Consistency of W

Adequacy

 Some Exercise

More on the WRSPM Reference Model

Monitored

input
output
data Software data

Output
Devices

Controlled
Environment
variables

S - Specification of software in terms of inputs & outputs
(possibly large in number, and in very complex relationships)

Input
Devices

system

(the functional documentation model)

The 4-Variable Model

Acceptability:

IN must handle all cases possible under NAT:

Feasibility:

Three major proof obligations:

©Lawrence Chung

Any issues?

NAT(m, c): describes nature without making any assumptions about the system;
REQ(m, c): describes the desired system behavior;
IN(m, i): relates the monitored real-world values to their corresponding internal representation;
OUT(o, c): relates the software-generated outputs to external system-controlled values; and
SOF(i, o): relates program inputs to program outputs.

Environment variables

Recall

R+S

P

M

REQ

SOF

IN + OUT

(2)

Cf. in paper, (3) and (1) are switched

(same as ∃ eh ev sv. W; a non-triviality assumption)

The requirements allow all the events the environment performs (eh, ev) and all

(1) the events the system performs (sv, sh) that can happen simultaneously.

IN and OUT together correspond to the M, except that they are more
restricted, being limited to the special purposes of sensing and actuating.

NAT and REQ are more restricted than W and R, because they can only
make assertions about those phenomena of the environment that are
shared with the system.

Any choice of values for the environment variables visible to the system is
∀ev. (∃eh s. W) ⇒(∃eh s. W ∧ M ∧ P).
(3)
consistent with M ∧ P if it is consistent with assumptions about the environment.
∀e s. W ∧ S ⇒ R.
(4) if S properly takes W into account in saying what is
needed to obtain R, and P is an implementation of S for
∀ev. (∃eh s. W) ⇒ (∃s. S) ∧ (∀s. S ⇒ ∃eh. W). (5) M, then P implements R as desired.
(5), (6) => (3);
(4), (5), (6) => (1)
∀e. (∃s. S) ⇒ (∃s. M ∧ P) ∧ (∀s. (M ∧ P) ⇒ S). (6)

∃e s. W.

sh
ev
sv
eh

WRSMP

Acceptability:

IN must handle all cases possible under NAT:

Feasibility:

Three major proof obligations:

©Lawrence Chung

Formula 1 is the same as acceptability.
Formula 2 translates to ∃m c. NAT(m, c), which is not explicit because it is assumed to be true by construction.
Formula 3 translates to ∀m. (∃c. NAT(m, c)) ⇒ (∃i o c. NAT(m, c) ∧ IN(m, i) ∧ SOF(i, o) ∧ OUT(o, c)). It also subsumes the second (unnamed)
obligation.
Formulas 1 and 3 imply Feasibility obligation: ∀ev. (∃eh sv. W) ⇒(∃eh sv. W ∧R).

Relative consistency for
M ∧ P wrt. S

Relative consistency for S

Adequacy wrt. S

Relative consistency

Consistency of W

i, o
m
c

4-Var

∀e s. W ∧ M ∧ P ⇒ R.

W

NAT

Adequacy

WRSMP

4-Var

Relationship between the two models:

WRSPM Model vs. 4-Variable Model

The acceptability obligation is satisfiable only because the antecedent of its implication is always false.
©Lawrence Chung

If the program flipped the sign of its input to get the delayed output, all would be well.

Formula 3 translates to ∀m. (∃c. NAT(m, c)) ⇒ (∃i o c. NAT(m, c) ∧ IN(m, i) ∧ SOF(i, o) ∧ OUT(o, c)).

This unrealizability would have been revealed by

¬(∃m i o c. NAT(m, c) ∧ IN(m, i) ∧ SOF(i, o) ∧ OUT(o, c)).

The predicates satisfy all the proof obligations of the Functional Documentation Model, yet they are not realizable, because

All the predicates besides NAT are readily implementable, because all establish relationships between their inputs at one time
and their outputs at a later time.

Each predicate is internally consistent.

Although widely accepted, the three proof obligations in the 4-variable model are not sufficient.
Consider the following example, where all the variables are real-valued functions of time:

Deficiencies of the 4-variable model: (Formula 3 is missing)

WRSPM Model vs. 4-Variable Model

